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Abstract: In this
t
paper the difference
d
betw
ween design annd art
have been coompared with the
t base princciples of each skill.
From the techhnological point of view graphhic design has been
diversified and the differencces between arrt and design were
clearly identiffied. The stresss was on technnological stagess and
points which shhould be relevant in graphic deesigners’ educattion.
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certaain moment byy using the bbest portray off their feeling,,
emo
otion or messagee.
One
O can say thhat the fundam
mental differencce between artt
and design is obviiously on their purposes. It caan be said thatt
good
d design will motivate
m
the auudience and thaat good art willl
inspire its audiencee.

3. TECHNOLOG
T
GICAL ASPE
ECTS
1. INTRODU
UCTION
a is convolutedd and
The difference between thhe design and art
has been debaated for a longg time. Designners and artists both
create visual compositions
c
using a shared knowledge
k
basee, but
their reasons for
f doing it are entirely differeent. Many desiggners
are artists andd many artists are
a designers but
b the line bettween
the two is coomplex and inntriguing. So what
w
exactly is the
difference betw
ween design annd art?
In this papper, it will be diversified andd compared som
me of
the base princiiples of each skkill.

2. BACKGR
ROUND
e
deccorating, identiffying.
Design is all around us: explaining,
m and
It communicaates with the auudience in ordeer to send them
present a messsage, to get the important staatements forwaard. It
could be seenn in everythingg what is readaable, in road signs,
s
magazines, addvertisements, different package forms, texxtiles,
logos, etc. Communication strategy, the essence of graaphic
design, can bee jeopardized byy poor choice of
o colour (Trieddman
& Dangel Cullen, 2002), textt, type, image or
o illustration, laayout
or even reprodduction technoloogy.
Graphic deesign performs a number of fuunctions. It sortts and
distinguishes, informs, actts on the cuultural and socios
psychological emotions of thhe audience. Thee main purposee is to
motivate the audience
a
to doo something: buuy a product, use
u a
service, visit a location, and learn
l
certain infformation. The most
successful dessigns are those that most effecctively communnicate
their message and motivate their
t
consumerss, audience, to carry
out a task. On the other hand,, the main purpose of the artistt is to
create a workk, to share theeir feelings annd impressions with
others, to allow
w the viewers to
t relate to it, leearn from it or to be
inspired by it. The most renoowned works off art today are those
that establish the strongest emotional
e
bondd between the artist
and their auddience. But whho is the audiience? There is
i no
specific audience in art, no one to diffuse, set an objectivve or
define it as succcessful or not, to call the purppose of the worrk.
In his worrk, the artist iss creating his own
o
rules. It shhould
express an em
motion and it does not havee to adhere too any
specific rules. He can expresss a single thouught or feeling such
p
and the com
mposition simpply by
as frailty or poower, love or pain
his hand. The artist is free to express themseelves in any meedium
n
of methhods to express their
and colour schheme, using a number
emotion. No artist
a
ever has to
t explain why they did someething
on a certain way,
w
as their woork expresses what
w
they felt in
i the

Commercialism
C
m, trends and growing technollogy have beenn
dictaating the coursee of design and made a clear liine between thee
desig
gner and the arttist.
In
I today scenarrio, technology is present in ev
very sector andd
it co
ould be presentt in every artisttic work. The artists
a
could, iff
they
y are willing to, use the advantages off reproductionn
tech
hnologies to enhhance the value of their work
k, or to swiftlyy
carry
y out his work. Even someboddy’s’ passion an
nd emotion cann
be dragged
d
to a higher level with the help
p of advancedd
repro
oduction technoology. On the oother hand, do th
he artists reallyy
need
d this kind of prreceding their w
work?
Nowadays,
N
thee understandingg of graphic deesign has to bee
invo
olved with its coommercial sensse and it has to be defined as a
stricctly calculated and
a defined proocess. It is disccussed among a
speccially educated team and implemented takin
ng careful stepss
to make
m
sure the obbjectives of thee project are to be
b presented inn
the specific
s
way. In this surroundding, designer is
i similar to ann
engiineer in that reespect and muust not only haave an eye forr
colo
our and style but
b must adheree to very intricate functionall
detaails that will meet the objectivees of his work.
Graphic
G
designn and its technollogical aspects clearly identifyy
the differences
d
betw
ween art and ddesign and defin
ne a very clearr
line drawn between the two. M
Most of the graphic
g
designn
projeects have a dettailed set of insstructions for itts reproductionn
and most design works are based on current culttural trends andd
influ
uences in the soociety.
On
O the other hand, an artisst could never be given anyy
speccific instructionns in creating itts work becausse his emotionss
and impressions are defined by thhe movement off his hands andd
the impulses for thhe usage of thee medium. No art director iss
goin
ng to yell at ann artist for prodducing something completelyy
uniq
que because thaat is what makees an artist an artist
a
and not a
desig
gner.

4. SIGNIFICAN
S
NCE OF THE
E STUDY
Considering
C
thee fact that graphhic designer, op
pposite from ann
artisst, is confrontedd to many technnological bound
daries, their freee
exprression cannot exist in isolaation from thee reproductionn
proccess. With this awareness, grapphic designer’ss creativity willl
be ab
ble to come shiining through.
An
A understandding of all staages in graphic reproductionn
proccess will enablee them to expresss their ideas in
n most amazingg
way and to complletely express ttheir creativity
y. On the otherr
hand
d, understandinng of the reprooduction processs will preventt

graphic designer’s work from failing for technological reasons
(Pipes, 2009).
The study aimed to identify and rank of the main
technological aspects for graphic designers which need to be
taken under consideration upon their creative process. They
should be aware that their work, the idea, will undergo through
several transformations before ending up in a printed and
finished publication. Not so long ago, graphic designers used to
just sketch rough layouts covered with key lines and instruction
to the print houses, and hoped for the best. Nowadays, it is
expected from designer to do more, to create its ideas in a
computer generated form with a good idea and overview of
how the printed result is going to look.
Over the past decade, there has been an unmistakeable
trend in printing houses to downsize prepress department
(Waite, 2006). In this situation, designers are forced to be
familiar with the graphic reproduction workflow including
conventional, digital, and hybrid technologies.
Designers’ style should be of overall excellence and their
identifying symbol based on the specific usage of the
combination of all the particular choices of typefaces, usage of
materials, colours, illustrations, photos and so on. They should
be aware of all the advantages and disadvantages of different
technologies in order to know how to use them and produce a
product of their creativity. Even the knowledge of different
reproduction possibilities could form their direction and lead
them from their creative though and brainstorming to the
finalised product.
Otherwise, people who worked in prepress will decide
about, and have the knowledge about the interaction between
the used printed materials, used inks and reproduction stages
which will affect the final product. They will be the executors
of designers work and idea with the possibility to adjust the
reproduction processes to their ideas, which could be (and in
most cases is) in disproportion and do not mach to the
designer’s project. In this situation designer cannot possibly
know all the interactions and transformations between the
printed material (paper, paperboard, plastics, etc.), ink,
processes in prepress, press and finishing stages. In fact, he
may not even know which printing company is going to
reproduce their work.
On the end, no matter how motivating, trendy, strait and
inspiring designers work will be, reproduction process could
result in a product that does not meet the customer needs.
Fig. 1. presents main stages in reproduction workflow.

5. METHODOLOGY
Due to the fact that new technologies give the designer a
broader overview of possibilities to reproduce their creative
thought one can say that the good design will be result of
knowing the all stages within technologies with all crucial
factors which could jeopardizes or even more improve their
project.
There will always be a question how much technology is
enough for graphic designers? To answer that question B.Sc.
students at Faculty of Graphic Arts University of Zagreb were
asked their opinion.
Thirty students were asked and twenty-eight answered that
the knowledge of reproduction technology is essential for
designers. Majority of them answered that the knowledge of the
processes in prepress department is essential for designers. It
was mentioned: ability to prepare layouts, designs, and graphic
art works; knowledge of relevant hardware, software, and file
formats; knowledge to develop various types of illustrations
such as line art, technical, half-tone, colour, etc.; knowledge of
methods for reproduction of colours, including densitometry,
half toning, scanning.
Designer should know how to make a proof of its project,
including the role and limitations of various proofing systems
and the analysis of proofs.
Most of the students answered that designer should know
what the tone correction is; the tonal value increase; the
maximum and minimum effective dot sizes according to the
technology; tone range compression and the characteristics of
substrates and inks. Knowledge of film and platesetting, image
transfer systems, including an introduction to offset process,
gravure, letterpress, flexographic, screen processes, and direct
digital devices were selected. Only few of students mentioned
the knowledge of finishing processes.

6. CONCLUSION
This paper stresses some main differences between the
design and art. Designers and artists both create visual
compositions using a shared knowledge base, but the reasons
for doing it have been entirely different.
According to the students’ comments and clear overview of
this paper one can conclude that the basis education of the
graphic designers should be in certain relation to the
reproduction technologies. Education of future graphic
designers’ should be based on this methodology. By learning to
think and be aware of the designer’s idea and the creative
process on the one side and reproduction options on the other
side, producing a final product will result with effectiveness
and efficiencies in wide variety of circumstances.
Further research of this study should be directed to the
expanding the number of studends included in research, and
further more, in implementing the methodology mentioned in
this research into the real education environment.
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